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Jaume Plensa 
It is rare for contemporary conceptual art to be readily accessible to the general public. It is rarer, 

still that this art might have a wide, immediate and intimate impact on large portions of the 

population. The 21st Century contemporary art world is booming like never before.2 Like any 

exceptional, specialized sector of the global economy it tends to be isolated among a highly 

concentrated, privileged, educated, wealthy consumer class. Works developed by artists in the studio 

and shown at exhibition—even those accessible within public galleries—rarely reach the vast 

majority of the population. Whether through streaming video, online content or television, most 

people experience art today as a secondary depiction or interpretation in some form of mass 

publication. It is far too rare that the individual gets to interact directly with a piece of art. It is rarer 

still when that interaction is free of charge. 

Art in the public space radically disrupts this phenomenon. It provides a complementary, 

equitable opportunity for all people to engage with creative works no matter what their socio-

economic background or level of education. Public art becomes part of a community. At minimum, 

it can change and potentially enhance the aesthetic of a public space. At maximum, it can invigorate 

the soul of the individual and the community. The medium of soul and the public realm is the 

medium of artist and sculptor Jaume Plensa. (Figure 1) 

Jaume Plensa was born in Barcelona, Catalonia, Spain in 1955.7 He credits the city’s brilliant 

light, proximity to the sea and immense beauty as profoundly influencing his artwork. He continues 

to live and work there to this day.14 When Jaume was a child he would hide inside of his father’s 

upright piano. His father would play, and Jaume would remain still and just experience the immense 

vibration of the piano’s material. He believes that experience led him to be sculptor.2 Although the 



art and architecture of Barcelona did provide an influence, Jaume grew up primarily studying the 

great literary works.2,5 The writings of William Blake, William Shakespeare, and Francois Rabelais 

appear throughout his work.13 Always obsessed with the human body, Jaume claims to have had 

aspirations of becoming a doctor, but decided to pursue art as the mostly likely method of 

combining all of these interests together.14 He was educated at the Llotja School of Art and Design, 

and at the Sant Jordi School of Fine Art, now part of the University of Barcelona.7 Jaume Plensa has 

been commissioned to make public artwork for over thirty years, starting in the early 1990s.5 

Jaume is primarily a sculptor. He stands apart from his contemporaries in that he is not 

bound to working with one primary material. As Keith Patrick outlines, Jaume works in “metals, 

glass, resin, stone, water, paper, moving images, appropriated photographs, sound, light, neon, 

found objects, cast objects, heavy objects, light objects, objects that hang, protrude, or weigh down 

on the floor, letters/words, curtains that flow with quotations, names, diseases, anatomy, poetry, 

philosophy, and alchemy.”5 The themes that do carry across the full expanse of his career and work 

are explorations of the human body and spirit. Jaume’s primary sculpting material is simply the idea, 

in search for truth. The physical manifestation of the work itself is secondary. Understanding this, it 

comes as a surprise that Jaume’s work is, above-all, accessible to everyone. It may have something to 

do with his reliance on human language, letters, numbers, the human form and face that humanizes 

and “simplifies” his work. Jaume sees the human body as a vessel for information, and he uses it as-

such.14 Keith Patrick describes Jaume’s work this way: 

“It’s not that the artist is stating the obvious -far from it- but his conceptual framework speaks 

through forms that are common to the world around us and not through more hermetic points of 

reference exclusive to the art world. If the Modernist tradition was predicated on the shock of the 

new, Plensa exploits the ‘shock’ of the known, though subtly understated and invariably multi-layered, 

in which a synthesis of form and concept is pared down so that it seems an affirmation of something 

we feel we have known all along.” 5 



Jaume’s career has two distinct periods: pre-millennial and post-millennial. Prior to approximately 

the year 2000, and a bit into the new Millennium, his work was far more conceptual, abstract, and 

gallery-driven. Jaume produced a lot of studio work, shown at exhibition in galleries.  Starting in 

1996, he even began to design sets and costumes for various stage productions and operas.8,13 Prior 

to the change of Millennium, Jaume’s public sculpture work was mostly focused on the history of 

the city in which the work would live. At that time, Jaume’s most significant public commission 

came in 1991. He produced the work “Auch” in the city of Auch, France.8 (Figure 2) The city of 

Auch had been devastated by a historic flood in 1977. Jaume commemorated this event by setting in 

cast-iron the Latin words of the Old Testament related to the Hebrew myth of Noah and the Great 

Flood at the base of a staircase below a church. At the center of the words is an opening. At night, a 

brilliant light shines toward the sky to act as a bridge between heaven and earth.8 

 One of the most prestigious public commissions of Jaume’s early career came in 1992. The 

summer Olympics were being held in Jaume’s hometown of Barcelona, Spain. He was invited to 

participate in a large effort to decorate the city with sculptures. Other artists contributed to the 

project including Jannis Kounellis, Rebecca Horn and Lawrence Weiner.8 Jaume’s installation was 

going to be placed in a district called “Born.” He produced a work of the same name. (Figure 3) In 

Catalan (Catalonian), “born” comes from the word “bornejar” which means a hollow space created 

by moving around a fixed center. The sculpture consists of iron spheres with the word “Born” 

inscribed on them. They resemble cannon balls. Jaume has placed them under public benches, at the 

steps of the church of Santa Maria del Mar, and one is even located across the street from the 

church in isolation. Atop one of the public benches, Jaume placed a large iron container that 

resembles a sarcophagus. Life happens easily around the different components of the sculpture. 

People find themselves in the center of the work. The pieces make the viewer consider the history of 



the city, and their own mortality. They are left to contemplate if their final resting place might be the 

Santa Maria del Mar.8 

 In the mid-1990s, Jaume began producing work that made use of text at large scale. Making 

use of the poetry and prose of Dante Aligheri, William Blake, T.S. Eliot, Johann Wolfgang von 

Goethe, Charles Baudelaire and William Shakespeare, and at times his own words, Jaume begins a 

decade-long journey of casting full texts into sculpture. With “La Riva di Acheronte” (Figure 4) in 

1995, Jaume makes the words frozen for the viewer by setting them in glass lit from the inside. The 

viewer is invited to touch the words and breathe life into these crystalized thoughts. The words are 

made inaudible by the form that Jaume has created. They are brought to life by the interaction and 

reading of the viewer.8 

 In 1998, Jaume Plensa created a work of sculpture he called “Love Sounds.” (Figure 5) He 

had produced works in the past that explored the human body, but nothing like this. These five 

structures made from alabaster bricks are lit from the inside and displayed in a dark room. From the 

outside, faint, nearly indecipherable sounds are heard resembling mechanical processes. Viewers are 

invited to open the small metal door of each structure, step inside, close the door and be seated on a 

comfortable and modern stool. The light within can be turned off or on. The sounds quickly 

become recognizable. They are recordings of bodily processes produced by the artist himself. Jaume 

made five recordings, one for each of the five distinct cubicles. They are recordings of the blood 

flowing through femoral artery near the thigh, the hand, the liver, the neck and near the heart.8 His 

intention was to create a sensation that we all have not experienced since we were in our mother’s 

womb: hearing the body function, from the inside.14 

 Jaume has done a lot of work with sound. During this same period in the late 1990s, as part 

of a “Love Sounds” exhibition in 1999, he hung large-scale gongs known as tam-tams from a high 

ceiling providing a beater to be used by participants. There were two rows of gongs, one facing the 



other. Written on each pair of facing gongs are words like “Day” and “Night”, “Born” and “Die”, or 

“Air” and “Earth” suggestion a duality. Viewers are invited to create the sculpture from sound, both 

within the room and within themselves.8  

As the year 2000 approached, Jaume began to receive commissions beyond Europe for his 

public sculptures. In 1999, he had his first exhibition in Tokyo, Japan and received three separate 

commissions for projects in public spaces. One of these was the “Seven Deities of Good Fortune.” 

(Figure 6) In Daikanyama, Japan he was able to transform a modern but unwelcoming city center 

into a place for congregation and reflection. Seven glass and stainless steel structures protect public 

benches. In the evening they are illuminated, each in a different color.8 Words can be seen in the 

glass bricks, written in Japanese. Jaume provides the following statement about his work:  

“Every human being is a ‘place’. Every woman, every man, every child, every old person are 

themselves a living-space which moves and unfolds; a ‘place’ in the sense of time, geography,  

volume and colour. Whole cities built out of bodies that open and shut like doors. Flashing lights. 

Each time a human being dies, a house shuts up and a ‘place’ is lost. My work is its remembrance. The 

freeze-frame of all those bodies which in their unfolding, disappear at lightening speed.  

My work is their volume.” 7 

The years 2000 to 2004 would radically transform Jaume Plensa’s career. This became the turning 

point that elevated him to the status of the most well-known and celebrated public artist working 

today. In 2000, Jaume entered a competition to design a fountain for Chicago’s brand new 

Millennium Park. He believed himself a long shot, competing against accomplished artists and 

architects like Robert Venturi and Maya Lin who designed the “Vietnam Veterans Memorial” in 

Washington D.C.6 This may have been the reason why the scope of Jaume’s concept was so 

expansive. He did not believe he was going to be selected anyway.13 

 Throughout Jaume’s career, he has explored the concept of bridging energies: light and 

darkness, sound and silence, earth and sky. He describes the focus this way: 



“…I'm obsessed with the idea that art itself is something in-between. It has to take up and assimilate a 

wide range of influences, experiences, and strengths and make a whole out of them.” 14 

In 2001 the Chicago Sun-Times publicized that Jaume Plensa would be building what eventually 

became the “Crown Fountain” in Millennium Park.6 ( Figure 7) His concept called for combining so 

many of the recurring motifs and elements from his career including the body, light, dialogue, 

dreams, duality, nature, and water.14 Despite being very well known for his public sculptures in his 

native Europe, and in Asia, “Crown Fountain” was Jaume’s American debut. This would also be the 

first public sculpture focused acutely on the form of the human body, specifically the human face. 6 

His success with this motif has informed his public sculpture throughout the new Millennium. 

 “Crown Fountain” consists of two fifty-foot high towers. They are constructed from glass 

bricks and stainless steel, and face each other. Within each tower, behind the glass bricks, are light-

emitting diodes (LEDs) that display every-changing video depictions of the faces of 1,000 

Chicagoans at full scale. Some of the faces purse their lips as though to blow out a candle. When this 

happens, a jet of water bursts forth from the mouth, away from the glass tower, through an opening 

in its façade. Between the two towers lies a black granite skinned pool measuring 232 feet long by 48 

feet wide, and measuring only 1/8 inch deep. The water sprayed from each tower collects in the 

middle and is drained out through grating along each side.6 

The fountain was commissioned to be placed in the new Millennium Park, a shining 

achievement of Mayor Richard J. Daley’s administration. The cost of the structure was $17 million, 

$2 million more than the original estimate. It was completely funded through private donations. $10 

million was provided for design and construction by the Crown Family of Chicago, specifically 

Steven, James and Susan Crown. The remaining $7 million was donated by the Goodman Family. 

Construction was executed by Krueck and Sexton Architects. The first two years of the project were 

spent trying to get Chicago city officials to understand the concept. The continually challenged 



portion of the design was the vacuous space between the two towers. Jaume’s intention for filling 

that space was always clear: he intended to fill it with the people of Chicago.6 Through those early 

years, the Crown Family fiercely defended Jaume’s design risking their own reputation in the 

process. He describes them as his “praetorian guard” during those early days.1 

In so many ways, “Crown Fountain” is a monument to Chicago, its people, and humanity 

generally. In collaboration with the School of the Art Institute of Chicago (SAIC), over twenty 

graduate students assisted in filming the faces of over 1,000 Chicagoans. Faculty from the Columbia 

College Chicago also assisted in the product of the final videos. The faces appear on the tower for 

approximately five minutes each, with 30 seconds dedicated to pursed lips spouting water onto the 

granite pool. Jaume’s original vision was for each face to appear for approximately thirteen minutes, 

but SAIC faculty successfully consulted for a shorter runtime per face.6 

Jaume was concerned about how the public would receive the piece. As a test, prior to the 

inauguration, he ordered the fence to be taken away. He describes what transpired: 

“… it just sucked people in—I couldn’t believe it…I never expected that beautiful response from 

people—that they would adopt the fountain as part of their lives, especially kids. The municipality had 

been a little concerned that it would be too intellectual and too much technology for the public space, 

but it’s probably the most visceral piece I ever did in my life. I improved a lot in that project.” 13 

“Crown Fountain” is now considered to be one of the most successful pieces of public art ever 

created. It is a space for personal freedom, and provides a feeling of a natural respite in contrast with 

the synthetic urban landscape. Not only does the piece create relationship with the viewer, it also 

cultivates relationship between the viewers.13 In 2005, Jaume Plensa was awarded an Honorary 

Doctorate degree from the School of the Art Institute of Chicago.6 

From February 20th to May 15th, 2005, Jaume Plensa had an exhibition entitled 

“GLÜCKAUF?” (meaning “GOOD LUCK?”) that was shown at the Stiftung Wilhelm Lehmbruck 

Museum in Duisburg, Germany.7 There he revealed his work “Silent Rain.” (Figure 8) Iron and 



bronze letters were hung freely with string from the ceiling, forming columns. They were of varying 

lengths. Despite their ability to turn easily against the air currents of the space they were legible from 

top to bottom. Taken together, they formed the wording of the ‘Universal Declaration of Human 

Rights’ in English. Viewers were encouraged to touch the installation. It left an ambiguous feeling. It 

took effort to read the words. Their appearance showed erosion, perhaps to remind the viewer of 

the history of human rights violations through time. It also evoked a feeling of fragility and 

vulnerability, as the words seemed to hang precariously as though they could be pulled down at any 

moment. These are the words present in “Silent Rain:” 

“All people are born free and equal in dignity and rights. They possess reason and conscience and are 

to meet each other in the spirit of brotherhood.” 9 

2005 would also see the introduction of a public sculpture called “Breathing.” (Figure 9) It is a 32-

foot high glass cone affixed to the roof of the BBC Broadcasting House in London to 

commemorate journalists who have been killed while performing their duties.7 Every night at half 

past nine, when the BBC radio news goes onto air, a giant beam of light stretches out of the cone 

and toward the sky for the duration of the programming.13 On the glass cone, Jaume has etched a 

poetic text that he authored about silence: 

“Life turns and turns on the crystal glass. The sonorous glass trembles with the touch and speaks: Its 

voice is our voice. Its body is our body. Life turns and turns on the crystal body. Our body tattooed 

by silence. Like a lighthouse on the coast, we need to locate points of reference in our lives that help 

us to fix, like a perfume, the most fleeting scents, the flashing sparkles. Silence grows toward the 

silence and quiets. Each person is a ‘place.’ Every woman, every man, every child is a habitable space 

that shifts and evolves; A ‘place’ in the sense of time, geography, volume and color. Life turns and 

turns on the crystal glass, on our silent body. Silent is a desire, a dream, an aspiration, something so 

unknown and inaccessible, that we can only imagine it. Silence is a voice, our voice. Silence is a body, 

our body. Life turns and turns on the crystal glass breathing in our body. I invite you to breathe. I 

invite you to imagine the silence.” 7 



And so begins Jaume’s incredible post-millennium period focused on the human form at 

tremendous scale in public sculpture. For the past decade he has focused almost exclusively on the 

human body, and the human face, often constructed using letters and numbers, allowing physical 

interaction with the viewer. Jaume takes working in the public space very seriously. He understands 

that you cannot please everyone. The challenge thrills him.2 He also understands that it is a sacred 

space. Public space is not owned by the artist, and should not be confused with the museum or 

gallery. Jaume wants his work to invite the public in, and not intrude on people’s natural movement 

and interaction with a space.14  

Jaume’s first major commission following “Crown Fountain” that featured his new staple of 

the human figure rendered in typography came in the form of the original “Nomad” in 2007. (Figure 

10) The commission is a gift from John and Mary Pappajohn, and can be found in Des Moines, 

Iowa outside of the Des Moines Art Center in the Pappajohn Sculpture Park. Painted white stainless 

steel letters of the English alphabet are randomly arranged to form a seated androgynous human 

figure. The face and legs are left unfinished, inviting viewers to physically enter the hallow sculpture 

through the legs and view the world from the inside.13 This motif is repeated in Jaume’s later works 

of “Nomade” in Bastion Saint-Jaume overlooking Port Vauban in Antibes, France, and in gallery 

works such as “Twins” and “Spillover.” 7 Jaume evolves the motif to eventually incorporate letters 

and numbers from many different alphabets and languages. 

 Stepping away from the use of type and numbers, in keeping with the themes of duality and 

dialogue, in “Conversation à Nice” in 2007 (Figure 11) Jaume has grouped seven kneeling and seated 

human figures of polyester resin atop stainless steel poles in Nice, France.7 Each figure is lit from 

within, and shifts its color continually. Jaume has produced an entire series of these works in 

different installations, including a ground-level series of larger figures. He was inspired by the 

concept of a constant guardian of a city, in the words of a Vicente Andres Estelles poem: 



“And you will hunger and you will thirst, you will not be able to write poems and you will stay silent 

throughout the night while your people still sleep, and you alone will be awake, and you will be awake 

for all of them. You were not born to sleep: you were born to stay awake in the long night for your 

people. You will be their living word, their living word so bitter.” 4 

The bulk of this work would culminate in Jaume’s 2010 showcase exhibition known as “Genus and 

Species” at the Nasher Sculpture Center in Dallas, TX.4 

 In 2009, Jaume was part of “The Big Art Project.” This was a public art project in England 

looking to install public artwork in areas that had been adversely impacted by economic or political 

change. He created the piece “Dream” that was set in St. Helens, Liverpool on the site of a former 

mine closed by Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher’s administration. (Figure 12) While researching 

the site, a former miner told Jaume that when you are 300 meters below the surface of the earth, 

light is a dream.2 The work was not produced without controversy. In such an economically 

devastated area, spending money on public art rather than infrastructure or employment can be a 

tough sell. Again, one former miner put the situation brilliantly to Jaume. He said, “Crises passes. 

Art is forever.”11 Jaume produced a 66-foot tall elongated head of a nine-year old girl from Spain, set 

in white concrete and Spanish dolomite. The figure’s eyes are closed, as if asleep. It is constructed 

from ninety concrete shapes that were assembled on site.2,7 

 While Jaume’s work has almost universally focused on positive themes of harmonizing 

global humanity, explorations of spirituality, and acting as bridge for often opposing energies—

negative controversy was concentrated on one piece in particular like no other. In 2010 Jaume create 

the statue “Spillover II” and installed it in the Milwaukee suburb of Shorewood, Wisconsin 

overseeing Lake Michigan. (Figure 13) The work makes use of the familiar motif of randomly 

arranged letters from the English alphabet to form a seated androgynous figure. This piece is 

anchored at its base by pooling letters that extend out flat around the statue. The statue was enjoyed 

by Wisconsin residents, until 2015 when blogger Matt Sweetwood discovered what he believed to be 



embedded anti-Semitic words within the statue. In Figure 13, you can make out what Sweetwood 

interpreted as the words “CHEAP JEW” or “DEAD JEW” or even “FRY DEAD JEW.” 12 

Despite Jaume having produced work for years within Israel, Matt Sweetwood’s escalation of 

the controversy and accusations of anti-Semitism could not be ignored or dismissed. Gallery owners 

Paul Gray and Mary Sabbatino of Richard Gray Gallery of Chicago and Galerie Lelong of New 

York responded with this statement on the artist’s behalf:  

“Jaume Plensa has dedicated his career to creating work that brings people from all cultures together 

through artwork that asserts our similarities are more important and powerful than our differences. 

Plensa uses alphabets as conceptual metaphors for cultures; the letters from each alphabet are utilized 

to create a skin of an anonymous figure with each letter's placement entirely at random. Plensa is 

deeply saddened that his sculpture has been so egregiously misinterpreted. Plensa's works and beliefs 

are the antithesis of anti-Semitism.” 12 

At Jaume’s expense, he and his team removed the statue temporarily to replace the letter “E” with 

the letter “B” in an effort to end the misinterpretation of the work.12 

 Perhaps to avoid ever again having to deal with a misinterpretation of hidden messages 

within his work—but more likely in keeping with the global, inclusive and humanizing nature of his 

overall aesthetic—Jaume turned to incorporating letters and numbers from multiple world languages 

and alphabets into his sculptures of human figures. Kathy Cottong, Director of The Arts Club of 

Chicago and curator of Jaume’s exhibition “Silent Noise” has this to say about his use of text 

throughout his body of work: 

“Text for Plensa is a medium, another material to illuminate ideas. Text functions as skin. Skin, the 

body’s largest organ and only surface, our readable mask. Skin tells stories, deciphers the outer world, 

protects the inner world, and provides the memory of touch. Words contain memory. Words are both 

sight and sound, read and uttered. Plensa is fascinated with the word, particularly as it is articulated in 

the mouth, ‘that fascinating dark space.’” 10 



“Spiegel I and II” (Figure 14) were produced in 2010, and are direct descendants of a work named 

“Twins” produced in 2009 and shown at the exhibition “Genus and Species.” The two androgynous 

figures can be found outside of the Toledo Museum of Art in Toledo, Ohio. They face one another, 

with their faces and crouched legs unfinished allowing the viewer to enter and animate each 

figure.7,13 Like so much of Jaume’s work, the figures are set in a perpetual dialogue with one another. 

Jaume’s latest work has explored use of 3-D software to render enormous human heads out 

of wire mesh. In 2012, Jaume created “Wonderland” to be placed in front of the largest skyscraper 

in Calgary, Alberta, Canada known to residents as “The Bow.” (Figure 15) It was commission by the 

Encana Corporation for placement in the plaza in front of its headquarters. The structure is painted 

stainless steel mesh, and allows viewers to walk into and through the sculpture. The face is a young 

girl from Spain with her eyes closed. It allows for dialogue with the city, and the viewer’s dialogue 

with themselves. This is the latest motif that Jaume is currently exploring. These giant ghost-like 

faces of wire mesh are set in dialogue with one another and their surroundings.7  

 Jaume has been a working artist for nearly forty years. His public sculptures continue to be 

popular and captivate the imagination. He is one of the most celebrated and popular working 

international artists of the present day. Jaume’s works are completely accessible to a global audience 

generally unfamiliar and untrained in the interpretation of art. His work demands no interpretation. 

It evokes thought and emotion toward a preternatural understanding, renewal or rediscovery. A clear 

evolution and taxonomy can be mapped across the body of work, but each piece is uniquely 

designed specifically for its space and time to act as an eternal enhancement on the landscape and 

people that receive it. He is clearly not finished exploring the human experience through his art. The 

human experience is enhanced by his exploration. 
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Figure 1: Jaume Plensa 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
Figure 2: “Auch” 
http://jaumeplensa.com/index.php/works-and-projects/projects-in-public-space/item/69-auch-1991 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3: “Born” 
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/2/26/Jaume_Plensa-_Configuracions_urbanes-_passeig_del_Born.jpg 
http://1.bp.blogspot.com/-6rGtKM8ZD6k/VM9Ork8q_CI/AAAAAAAADR8/0nsFwRYzeNw/s1600/DSC08427%2B(1280x958).jpg 
http://1.bp.blogspot.com/-7EoQ8kbGUio/VM9OxhcWlyI/AAAAAAAADSE/kkVDhQoJ3fU/s1600/DSC08430%2B(1280x960).jpg 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
Figure 4: “La Riva di Acheronte” 
http://jaumeplensa.com/index.php/works-and-projects/sculptures/item/267-sculptures-gallery-1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
Figure 5: “Love Sounds I, II, III, IV, V” 
https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/originals/64/7b/67/647b67f1ba2fcf19ee316d0281e8df4c.jpg 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
Figure 6: “Seven Deities of Good Fortune” 
http://at-art.jp/wp-content/uploads/D_seven3.jpg 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 
Figure 7: “The Crown Fountain” 
http://nextnowagency.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/09/Crown_011-1024x640.jpg 
http://media.ruebarue.com/photos/places/6484380025356288/1-crown-fountain%20(Patrick%20Pyszka).jpg 



 

 

 
Figure 8: “Silent Rain” 
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/CmcqYBnW8AAUwR8.jpg 
 

 

 

 



 

 
Figure 9: “Breathing” 
http://jaumeplensa.com/index.php/works-and-projects/projects-in-public-space/item/246-breathing-2005 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 
Figure 10: “Nomad” 
http://mediad.publicbroadcasting.net/p/ipr/files/styles/x_large/public/201508/phil_s_alph_0.jpg 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
Figure 11: “Conversation à Nice” 
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/8/85/Conversation_%C3%A0_Nice_P1000745.jpg 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
Figure 12: “Dream” 
https://needled.files.wordpress.com/2009/06/dream6.jpg 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
Figure 13: “Spillover II” 
https://mattsweetwood.files.wordpress.com/2015/11/p10301011.jpg 
http://media.jrn.com/images/b99615622z.1_20151113224302_000_gd4dbakl.1-1.jpg 
 

 



 
Figure 14: “Spiegel I and II” 
https://farm8.staticflickr.com/7015/6640521003_00b45da2d1_b.jpg 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
Figure 15: “Wonderland” 
https://samieye.files.wordpress.com/2012/10/wonderland-by-jaume-plensa.jpg 
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